Qualified Domestic
Relations Order Audit
#2021-02

August 25, 2021
From the Director:
Internal Audit has completed its Qualified Domestic Relations Order (QDRO)
Audit at the Employees Retirement System of Texas.

Based on the audit scope areas reviewed, the system of internal controls
provides reasonable assurance that key goals and objectives will be
achieved. Control gap corrections and improvement opportunities were
identified.
1) Establish timeliness targets for reviews (qualifications/denials) of
domestic relations orders (DROs). (Moderate)
2) Refine procedures to enhance accuracy of manual calculations.
(Moderate)
Other matters deemed less significant were communicated with
management directly. We thank management and staff of the Customer
Benefits division and the Office of General Counsel for their courtesy and
cooperation extended to us during the review.

Sincerely,

ERS Internal
Audit Division
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Objectives and Summary Results
Audit Objective: To determine if benefits are processed in accordance with legal orders following a divorce or legal
separation.

Overall Results: Internal controls help ensure benefits are processed in accordance with legal orders following
a divorce or legal separation. (Satisfactory)

SCOPE AREA



Are qualified domestic relations orders
processed in accordance with laws and
regulations?



Are affected parties provided adequate
information to allow for qualification?



Are QDROs with pending payments
prioritized for processing?



Are members provided complete and
accurate details of their estimated QDRO
related distribution?



Are QDRO related distributions properly
determined?



Are QDRO related distributions remitted
accurately?

Satisfactory

Benefit
Estimates and
Payments

RESULTS/RATING

Satisfactory

Qualification

SUB-OBJECTIVES

Controls are in place to ensure DRO
requests are appropriately processed. In
addition, activities are present to ensure
adequate information is provided to members
when a DRO is denied.

Improvements to timeliness have been made.
However instances where DROs took an
unreasonably long amount of time to process
were identified.
See Observation #1.
Overall controls ensure the accuracy of
benefit estimates and final payments.
One large payment error for an alternate
payee’s QDRO benefits was identified. See
Observation #2.

Audit Rating Legend:
Exemplary - Effective, sustainable process

Satisfactory - Internal controls effective and w orking as intended

Needs Improvement - Internal controls partially effective

Unsatisfactory - Entire control framew ork in need of repair
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Background
Qualified Domestic Relations Order (QDRO)
Legal assignment for an alternate payee to receive a portion of benefits with respect to a member or retiree under a
public retirement system.

Domestic Relations Order (DRO) Qualification
To be designated as QUALIFIED (approved), submitted domestic relations orders (DRO) must adhere to ERS statute
and rules.

Domestic
Relations Order

Qualified DRO

Benefit Eligible for
Pay ment

Denied

Provide Further
Guidance for
Qualification

Review Adherence
w/ ERS Statute

Qualification Review Period

Benefit Estimates and Payments
ERS will determine total benefits and allocate portions to ERS member and alternate payee per QDRO provisions.
Alternate payee will not receive annuity benefit until ERS member retires or is currently retired. Non-contributing
members who request a retirement account withdrawal will have funds immediately distributed.

$

$
Member Total
Benefits

Member
Benefit Portion

*Benefits Division
Calculated

$
QDRO

Alt Payee
Benefit Portion

*Division of member total benefits is deter mined by the prov isions of the QDRO, not ERS.
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Observation 1: Establish timeliness targets for reviews
(qualifications/denials) of domestic relations orders (DRO).
(Moderate)
Program Risk:

Inherent Risk:

Domestic Relations Orders (DROs) take an excessive amount of time to review for final qualification
(approval/denial).


No statutory requirements for timeliness



Cross-divisional approval process for more complex DROs



Stringent DRO language/provision requirements for qualification



Timing of DRO submission to ERS could be years after court approved

DRO qualification approval timeliness has improved over the last three years (see figure on page
five). Recent activities to improve timeliness include:

Background:



Delegation of approval from General Counsel to Director of Customer Benefits for DROs that
are less complex



Prioritization of retired members to ensure alternate payees receive benefits they are
immediately eligible to receive

Although overall timeliness has improved, analysis identified 19 of 118 (16%) DROs qualified during
2020 that took longer than 90 business days to process (see figure on page five).

Control
Observations:



No internal timeliness targets established to assist with prioritizing outstanding DRO requests



Majority of DROs outstanding 90 business days or more are for active members where requests
were submitted to Office of General Counsel for additional review - 90 business day timeline is
based on internal audit’s judgment as there is no statute or criteria that defines a reasonable
time to allow for review



Although outstanding DROs are tracked and communicated between Customer Benefits
Division and Office of General Counsel, no agreed-upon guidance for prioritizing outstanding
active member DRO requests



No periodic outstanding DRO aging reports provided to management for review and feedback
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The chart below shows the improvement in efficiency (in red) for the average days to qualify DROs, once the
delegation of approval from General Counsel to Director of Customer Benefits was implemented in 2019 for DROs that
are less complex. It also shows the total instances (in blue) of DROs that were qualified in over 90 business days.
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To help ensure exceptional customer service, the following actions should be taken:

Recommendation:



Establish a goal for DRO review timeliness and utilize this goal to assist with prioritization.



Leverage current procedures for tracking DROs to identify which outstanding DROs should
be prioritized and to measure timeliness.



Periodically report timeliness performance to key stakeholders (Executive Office and
Directors)

Management agrees that there currently is no established or utilized timeliness target for
processing DROs. The following actions will be taken:






Management
Action Plan



The Customer Benefits Division and the Office of the General Counsel will seek to
complete the processing of 70 percent of all DROs within 135 calendar days of receipt,
which is roughly equivalent to the 90-business-day measure utilized in the audit report.
All staff will continue to prioritize DROs where retirement or withdrawal is imminent or has
already occurred.
The Customer Benefits Division will deliver to the Executive Office, the General Counsel,
and the Director of Customer Benefits a report that lists all pending DROs, together with the
age of each DRO and the status of the relevant ERS account (active, retired, withdrawn,
pending retirement, or pending withdrawal). The Office of the General Counsel may
provide explanations regarding DROs that experience delays due to complicating factors.
The report will be incorporated into the monthly status report that the Customer Benefits
Division currently submits.

The Customer Benefits Division and the Office of the General Counsel will begin an
assessment of whether, in order to promote greater efficiency, it is advisable to consider
implementing a requirement that all DROs be submitted on a prepared form with no
modifications. The assessment will include the solicitation of feedback from other
retirement systems regarding their QDRO processes.

Responsible Position: Retirement Benefits Processing Manager, Acting General Counsel and
Lead QDRO Assistant General Counsel

Implementation Date: September 2021
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Observation 2: Refine procedures to enhance accuracy of
manual calculations. (Moderate)
Program Risk:

Inherent Risk:

QDRO retirement estimates and/or final benefit payments are inaccurate.



Manual calculation to determine division of benefits



Unique calculations based on QDRO provisions

The QDRO Benefit Determination Process (see figure on page seven) has several steps.


Multiple manual recalculations are performed and reconciled to initial QDRO estimate
calculation to ensure accuracy. Applies to both retirement estimates and payments.



Standardized QDRO calculation worksheet developed to increase consistency and reduce the
number of manual inputs.

Background:

Overall controls ensure the accuracy of benefit estimates and final payments.

Control
Observations:



One* underpayment to an alternate payee of $9,000 was identified (payment included a partial
lump-sum benefit). Although reviews (control activity) were signed-off as performed for this
payment, recalculation worksheets are not maintained and the cause of control failure could not
be determined.



Recalculation worksheets are not maintained. Maintaining worksheets would increase likelihood
reviews are performed consistent with policy and assist in root-cause analysis should errors be
identified. Benefits of root-cause analysis include identification of additional team member
training or adjustments to control activities to improve effectiveness/efficiency.



Calculation worksheets could be further automated using available Excel tools to reduce
number of manual inputs.

*One of 33 estimates/payments tested
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QDRO Benefit Determination Process

To enhance the accuracy of manual payments,


All recalculations performed to check accuracy of original estimate or payment calculations
should be retained. This would allow management to identify the root cause of errors.



Manual calculation worksheets for both estimates and payments should be reviewed to
identify manual calculations or inputs that can either be converted to a formula-driven
calculation or linked because amounts have already been calculated elsewhere.

Recommendation:

Management agrees that there was a payment calculation error and that documentation is not
retained to show work completed for payment recalculations. The following actions will be
taken:
Management Action
Plan



Analysts that validate QDRO calculation accuracy will save their work in a location to be
determined and applicable procedures will be updated.



The Excel QDRO calculation worksheets will be updated with additional formulas and/or
data linked between cells where appropriate.

Responsible Position: Retirement Benefits Processing Manager
Implementation Date: November 2021.
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Scope and Methodology
We performed this audit in accordance with the FY21 annual audit plan. Internal control activities reviewed include
those in place during FY18 up to the time of audit fieldwork testing which ended on May 22, 2021.
We conducted this audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards and in conformance
with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing. Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives.
A defined set of control objectives was utilized to focus on operational goals for the identified scope. The Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission Internal Control Integrated Framework was the basis for
internal control assessment. Our Internal Audit opinion is an assessment of the condition of the overall control
environment based on the effectiveness of internal control activities through the audit period and the degree to which
defined control objectives are being met. Our Internal Audit opinion is not a guarantee of operational effectiveness or
regulatory compliance, particularly in areas not included in the scope of this audit.
This audit included a review of internal controls considered relevant to audit objectives including review of statutes,
policies and procedures, interviews with management and staff, data analysis and testing procedures.

Related Audits


Standard Retirements (2017-06)



Survivor Benefits (2020-04)
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Appendix A: Data Dashboard
The chart below shows the volume of DROs received by ERS in calendar years 2018—2020.
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The chart below shows the average business days to approve DROs that were received in calendar years 2018-2020.
“Member status” is the status of the individual at the time the DRO was received. Those with pending payments
(retirees and noncontributing) are prioritized for faster review.
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